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Discover the underwater world of sharks. Using stunning photography and incredible actions shot,

Sharks takes you on a fascinating the visual journey of theses ocean greats, revealing their

incredible secrets along the way. Satisfy the curiosity of the most inquisitive minds and uncover

sharks and their amazing story with this concise reference book for all the family. Features key

information on the habitats, behavior, and feeding habits of sharks. Profiles the key species,

including the Great White and the Hammerhead sharks. Discover how sharks have adapted to

perfectly suit their surroundings. Learn about the dangers sharks encounter and how we can protect

and conserve shark populations.
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My son loves this book! He's fascinated with sharks so needless to say, he has a bunch of books

about them and this is one of his favorites. It is colorful and very informative. Great price as well.

You're not likely to find one cheaper elsewhere unless you get real lucky.

This is a rotated book we read every other night. My daughter loves it. Pictures are great and

colorful and bright. The facts and info that the give are really wonderful too. I actually became a little

intrigued by the Goblin shark that they talk about in here and it's unreal mouth that can detach to

snatch up its prey....very cool.

We have to read this to my three year old son every night before bed. He loves the pictures and is



learning the different types of sharks

Thumbs up! my son is a shark lover and so we bought this for him for Christmas and we are now

into March and he still refers to it daily. Great educational book on sharks!

Got this for my grandson who is very interested in sharks. Nice book. Very informative. Great

pictures. He is 7 and loves reading it.

Good book for me as I am not a very strong reader. I am old but I read at a 2nd grade level. I really

like the pictures, they're beautiful.

So my 3 year old son is obsessed with sharks--all kinds of sharks. I bought this for him thinking he'd

tire of it soon--no such luck. I want to read "How Do I Love You?" and he wants "Discovery Kids

Sharks"! Maybe I just need to have another baby... Anyway, this book is very well done. The photos

are fantastic (even for someone not so enthusiastic about sharks) and the descriptions are

beginning to awaken a slight curiosity in me. That being said, I'd still prefer a baby book, but he

wants "Discovery Kids Sharks". I really don't think you could possibly go wrong with this book for

your little shark lovers. It really is engaging, interesting and the photos are beautiful--and that's

coming from someone who would still prefer to ready mushy baby books to my 31/2 year old boy!

AWESOME product. I was very pleased with the in depth details provided about these creatures

and the different categories. Really educational and great purchase to go with Shark Toy Animals

(12 Count) product too. Lil Empress is enjoying every moment especially with the fact she is

fascinated with these animals.
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